Journey Through Form

Asana Studies
with

Christina Sell

Saturday and Sunday, 29th & 30th June 2019

The asana practice is a foray through the shapes and forms of various poses and positions. From outer placement to inner
action, the body becomes a gateway for developing both physical prowess and conscious awareness. This journey takes
the practitioner from the surface experience of shape to the interior experiences of the energy, or prana, that lives at the
heart of who we are. Alignment in yoga is far from a set of rigid rules or dogma about the postures, but is, instead, a
process of developing a relationship between the position of the body in space and the depths of our own energetic
awareness. Join Christina Sell for asana classes designed to develop precision in form, clarity in action, and an
appreciation for both the simplicity and complexity of sustained asana practice. This weekend asana program will
emphasize strong work for experienced students as well as teachers who want to learn and deepen their practice
experientially. Morning asana sessions will be more dynamic with emphasis on standing poses, arm balances and back
bends. Afternoon asana sessions will be more focused on hip opening, twists, and inverted postures. Every session will
include a long period of relaxation.

Saturday, 29 June
Standing Postures & Arm Balance Emphasis
8:00am - 11:00am
Stand on your feet, your hands, your head, and
your shoulders in this creative class that will
explore how to create a solid stable foundation
upon which to stand, no matter which end is up!
Progressive sequences and modifications will help
students of all levels have fun and make progress
in handstands, arm balances, inversions and more.

Hip Opening & Twisting Emphasis
12:30pm-3:30pm
Explore standing, supine, seated, and arm balancing
twists in this fun, upbeat presentation of twisting
principles in action. Expect reminders of the balance
between stability and freedom and creative flows to
incorporate the techniques in movement and motion.

Sunday, 30 June
Back Bending Emphasis

Forward Bending Emphasis

8:00am - 11:30am

1:00pm-3:30pm

The hips and the shoulders-- sometimes known as
the four corners of the body-- are crucial for
creating easeful backbends regardless of how
bendable you are. This class will work to create
strong work in the arms and legs to mobilize the
hips, shoulders and spine so that beautiful bends
emerge. Expect to use props, to build poses
progressively, and to spend some time exploring
various backbending poses. Christina has allotted
extra time to this session to provide ample time
for explanations, demonstrations, and
preparation.

After a long weekend of hard work, this class is
designed to be help bring balance to your body and
mind, to provide integration physically and
emotionally, and to create closure for the group
experience.

I N V E ST M E N T
FULL WEEKEND WORKSHOP (Sat and Sun)
S$400 Early Bird. Otherwise S$480
Any Individual sessions
S$120 Early Bird. Otherwise S$135
*All prices are inclusive of GST - **Early Bird
FULL payment by 16th June 2019 - Payment
non-refundable after 16th June 2019

C O N TAC T U S

F O L LOW U S

p. +65 96917828 Sumei

Space & Light Yoga

e. yoga@spaceandlightyoga.com

@spaceandlightyoga

This module (together with the Teacher
Intensive) counts as 35 hours towards the
300 hour advance certification with Space
& Light Yoga

